Indian classical music also known as rāga music traces its origin to the style of chanting hymns of the Sāmaveda (2 nd -3 rd Millennium BCE) that is in practice to this day. The transition from the sacred to secular or worldly music is textually evidenced for the first time in the Nāya-śāstra of Bharata (100 BCE-100CE). All texts attest to the fact that the string instrument generically called Vīā, that is in use since Vedic times is indispensable in understanding the subtle nuances of the theory behind Hindu classical music. The present paper reviews some of the well-known texts from a historical perspective to bring out several scientific aspects studied or expounded by our ancient authors regarding technical terms such as śruti, svara, dvigua and rāga that form the foundation of the theory. It is demonstrated that the theory and practice of rāga music is based on the probabilistic concept alpatva-bahutva, first enunciated by Bharata and elaborated later by Dattila, Mataga, Śārgadeva among others.
INTRODUCTION
A classical music concert by a maestro, whether vocal or instrumental, either in the South Indian (Karnatic) style or in the northern (Hindustani) style turns out to be enjoyable and enchanting with the pleasant feeling remaining with a discerning listener for a long time. One wonders how transient groups of sounds without linguistic articulation, are made to convey some profound meaning, leading to satisfactory internal experience to a listener, even if it be called entertainment, so that this art form that literally builds castles in air has evolved as distinct from folk music and has sustained itself in this country over a period of two thousand years or more. It is usually pointed out that Indian classical music, known also as rāga music in current parlance, has had an unbroken tradition of practitioners who have maintained the science of their art true to its original axioms but with many innovations and modifications over the centuries. Starting from Bharata's Nāyaśāstra (BNS) dated variously, but perhaps the tradition originating around 100 BCE, Sanskrit texts numbering nearly a hundred exist on the theory of music (Raghvan, 1932; Aiyar, 1941, pp. 233-246) . While some texts repeat what a previous author had already said, there are authors questioning and differing from their predecessors to arrive at new findings. The stated aim of many texts is to reconcile theory and practice, where practice refers to the performance of professionals who by their theoretical knowledge, training and innate intelligence explore new vistas within the boundaries of the tradition.
Almost all known treatises trace the origin of classical music to the chanting of the Sāmaveda. They also postulate one-to-one relation between the human body and the stringed instrument Vīā in sound production, a tenet adapted from the Aitareya Ārayaka belonging to the tradition of the gveda (Aitareya Ārayaka, III 2.5). These are the two doctrines accepted by all authors on Hindu classical music. The first tenet gradually led to the delineation of the seven svara (notes) and twenty-two śruti (ordered sound intervals) in an octave with special names and symbols. The second principle of similarity between the Vīā and the human body encouraged experiments with strings to clarify a variety of questions regarding human voice and vocal music, including theoretical understanding of svara and śruti. This tradition of experimenting with strings eventually culminated in the southern Sarasvatī Vīā and the northern Sitār that are well known worldwide.
The texts generally narrate esoteric concepts about sound and state the theory of svaras separated by certain śruti intervals. Attempts at quantification or fixing of svara positions are made, but the authors largely depend on verbal descriptions and similes to bring out ideas that are abstruse but essential to the music. For example discussion on the difference between svara and śruti occupies considerable space and in some texts the explanations are quite confusing. While many authors propound that the śrutis in an octave are finite in number, interestingly enough, Kohala's school holds that śrutis are infinite as noted in the text Bhaddeśī by Mataga (c 8 th cent CE) (Sastri, 1928) 1 . It is easy to recognize that such diverse opinions are due to the fundamental question whether a line of finite length is to be described as a series of distinct points or is it adequate to take it as a sequence of a few sub-divisions. But, this 'line' that the ancient musicologists grappled with was strictly abstract in as much as in the Sāmavedic chants it could only be heard and not seen. Thus, in the early days the string as a straight line must have been a valuable support for visualizing the ordering of the intervals that otherwise remained aural bordering on the imaginary.
Several authors provide illustrative examples of their theory by providing rāga samples made out of svara symbols. These are actually short time series samples simulated by the authors with the full understanding that when sung the sound pattern will be continuous in time.
How the internal composition of the various svaras relative to each other and to the whole, is to be handled by training, practice, intelligence and intuition to produce numerous pleasing rāga patterns with songs and accompaniments or extempore without any articulated song is the main subject matter of the texts.
A large technical vocabulary is developed in the texts to delineate enchanting creation of melodies in human voice and on the Vīā. These technical terms are like parameters that one introduces in making a mathematical model for a physical process, except that they are too many, vague, neither fixed nor quantifiable but expected to be internalized by the musician to be able to visualize beauty in such sound patterns and be capable of conveying the same to the audience. In the midst of this palpable uncertainty there is one precise word dvigua to describe the doubling property of any svara from the lower to the upper register. In the present paper, we first discuss this dvigua property of the notes in successive registers. This is followed by a discussion on how uncertainty or unexpectedness is built into rāga representation through the often ignored probabilistic term alpatva-bahutva, first stated in Bharata's Nāyaśāstra (BNS). The present study intends to explore such scientific concepts widely spread out in Sanskrit texts that helped ancient musicologists to arrive at a theory for rāga music.
SAPTA-SVARA AND DVIGUN . A
The seven svaras with their well-known names and vocalization symbols are: adja (Sa), abha (Ri), Gāndhāra (Ga), Madhyama (Ma), Pañcama (Pa), Dhaivata (Da), Niāda (Ni); in the increasing order of pitch. The number count of seven is likely to have continued from the oral tradition of the Sāmaveda that uses largely five but occasionally six and seven svaras in some chants. The Vedic names for the svara are not only different but also arranged in the descending order as Prathama, Dvitīya, Ttīya, Caturtha, Mandra, corresponding to Ma, Ga, Ri, Sa, Da with the infrequent krua and atisvāra equated with Ni and Pa in some places. It is noted that the starting svara in the sacred music is Ma in contrast with the laukika (worldly) music of BNS and other texts starting with Sa. A simple description of sāmagāna practice including variant traditions is available in The Ragas of Karnatik Music by Ramachandran (Ramachandran, 1938) . The monograph by Prajñānānanda (1963) and a recent article by Subhadrā Desai (2014) provide some preliminary information on the relation between sāmagāna and classical music.
Hymns of the gveda are chanted in three pitch levels, namely anudātta (low), svarita (middle) and udātta (high). Yajurveda hymns include one more intonation known as pracaya. This sequence might have led to initially five and later seven svaras of sāmagāna and also provided a model for the three registers of classical music. All traditional authors state that the same seven notes exist in the lower, middle and upper registers of human voice emanating from three levels corresponding with the chest, the throat and the head. The intriguing concept here is that of dvigua (double/twice) used to describe the relation between the svaras in the consecutive registers. The first clear statement of this occurs in the Sagīta Ratnākara (SR) (Sastri, 1943) The text has two famous commentaries namely, the Sudhākara (Sastri, 1943) of Simhabhūpāla (14 th cent CE) and the Kalānidhi (Sastri, 1943) of Kallinātha (15 th cent CE). The first commentator explains the above verse as âfn ; mRi|rs ukn% l eUnz bfr dF;rs ( ;Lrq d.Bs mRi|rs l e/;%( ;Lrq ew f/uZ rkj%A ,"kka ekua dFk;fr& f}xq .k bfrA ;kokUeUnz % rrks f}xq .kks e/;% ;kokUe/;% rrks f}xq .kLrkj%A
He says sound produced in the chest, throat and head is known as mandra, madhya and tāra respectively. Their measure (māna) is stated to be dvigua. It is double that of the mandra in the madhya; and double that of the madhya in the tāra sthāna. However Kallinātha interprets this as the relative effort needed by a person to produce the sounds in the three registers. According to him, ----f}xq .k%( xq .k% mPpkj.k iz ;Ru%----v;eFkZ %----f}xq .k&iz ;Ru%&lk/;Rokn~ f}xq .k bfrA There is no explanation on how the human effort required in a register could have been measured and found to be twice that needed in the lower register. Hence, we have to ignore this interpretation of dvigua as a passing opinion of the commentator. In any case he says that the mandra-aja with twice the effort becomes the madhya-aja and it is not a new note. He also further comments that when the octave is divided into 22-śruti intervals, the 23 rd will be the dvigua 2 . Both the commentators and their predecessors have had the understanding that the same svara in the successive octave exhibits the property of doubling. Between the two commentators separated by nearly a century, the explanation of the former seems nearer to what the author of SR wants to convey. Somanātha in his Rāgavibodha (1609 CE) with auto commentary repeats previous authors on dvigua and emphasizes the sameness of the svara through an example that a person going from a lower level to an elevated place is still recognized as the same individual (Sastri, 1945) 3 . The expression of frequency of vibration in terms of cycles per unit time is modern and it is known that the frequency of a given note (taken as a Sine wave) doubles in the immediate next octave. Hence the connotation dvigua to denote the interval measure of the octave, which is apt and precise, cannot be taken as a lucky coincidence. Beyond reasonable doubt, dvigua should have entered into the vocabulary of classical music through experiments with the stringed Vīā. Without going into all that is known and written about the evolution of string instruments from Vedic times we note that in the early period of BNS the single-string (eka-tantrī) and the bow shaped instrument with several strings must have been in wide use (Coomaraswamy, 1930, pp.244-253) . Bharata for his demonstration of the existence of 22-śrutis, invokes two identically tuned instruments one with fixed pitch positions and the other that can be changed further. How many strings these had? In the absence of direct evidence we have to infer that they must have had seven or more strings each. Abhinavagupta (Kavi, 1964) (10 th cent CE) the great philosopher from Kashmir in his illuminating commentary Abhinavabhāratī on BNS says that the pañcama-tantrī has to be slackened .This means the fifth string, the one giving the Pa-svara has to be lowered by one śruti. Śārgadeva is quite clear that Bharata's experiment has to be carried out on two instruments each with 22 strings with their pitch in ascending order when played in the downward direction 6 . There is mention in some texts of the matta-kokila vīā that had 21 strings like a harp, seven for each of the three registers. Here, even if the tuning were to be done by the ear, since the width of the bow shaped instrument increases upwards, the length of the string associated with any svara from tāra to madhya and then to mandra should double sequentially. Or conversely, as in the human body the pitch is said to double upwards, in the case of the above Vīā the doubling of the pitch happens in the opposite direction. In the later stringed instruments with or without frets also the same condition applies. This is mentioned clearly by Kallinātha 7 , Mahārāa Kumbha (1433-1468 CE) (Sharma, 1963) and Dāmodara (1625 CE) (Sastri, 1952) 8 among several others. Authors starting from Bharata onwards knew that as the length of the freely vibrating part of the string reduces the śruti increases. This viparyaya or reverse order must have led to the word dvigua as reciprocal of half the length of the open string for hearing the tāra-Sa. That the sound of the open string can be 3 ;Fkk ns onÙkks uhpLFkyknq PpLFkkuxrks ·fi l ,os fr iz R;fHkKk;rs rFks R;fHkiz k;%AA (Somanātha Viveka Commentary) 4 rs rq }kfoa 'kfrukZ nk u d.Bs u ifjLQq Vk%A 'kD;k n'kZ f;rq a rLek}h.kk;ka rfén'kZ ueÃA (Sagīta-samaya-sāra, quoted by Simha Bhūpāla) 5 oh.kk;keijL;ka i×perU=kh Jq frek=ka f'kfFkyhdk;kZ rnk e/;exz keks tk;rs AA (Abhinavabhāratī Commentary on BNS) 6 }s oh.ks ln'kkS dk;s Z ;Fkk ukn% leks Hkos rÃ r;ks }kZ foa 'kfrLrU=;% iz R;s da rklq pkfnekAA v/kjk/kjrhoz k% rkLrTtks ukn% Jq freZ rk%A (SR I. 3. 11 & 13a) 7 ;Fkk 'kjhjs Jq r;% mÙkjks Ùkjks Ppk mRi|Urs rFkk oh.kk;ka v/kjk/kjks Ppk mRi|Urs bfr cks )O;eÃA Kallinātha on SR (I.3.12-14) 8 f}xq .k% iw oZ iw oZ Lekn~ v;a L;knq Ùkjks Ùkj%A ,oa 'kjhjoh.kk;ka nkjO;kUrq foi;Z ;%AA (Sagīta-darpaa 1.47) considered as aja, is an ancient concept traced to Dattila (c 3 rd cent CE) by Simha-bhūpāla 9 . Śārgadeva famed to have designed a new instrument Niśśaka-vīā known by his honorific Niśśaka meaning Doubt-less, must have taken the middle octave to be equivalent to the interval [1, 2] . He says as much in the third chapter of SR while describing the process of ālāpana, where he introduces the technical term dvyardha which literally means one-and-half. Kallinātha comments that since, relative to the dvigua-svara this note is at the middle it is called dvyardha. The very form of the word indicates this to be based on the Vīā referring to Ma if the physical length of the octave on the string is taken. If the śruti value were to be meant then dvyardha would refer to Pa.
THE
Sagīta Pārijāta of Ahobala Paita (1665 CE) is the first known text to specifically state that at half the length of the open string the dvigua aja arises. This work also provides the distances of the seven so called śuddha-svaras (pure notes) on the open string. Since theorization and experimental effort by Hindu musicologists is largely ignored by main stream historians of science in India, the relevant text is quoted here.
Lojý gs rq Hkw rk;k oh.kk;kýk{kq "kRor%A r=k Lojfocks /kkFk± LFkkuy{k.keq P;rs AA /oU;ofPNéoh.kk;ka e/;s rkjdla fLFkr%A mHk;ks % "kMt;ks eZ è;s e/;ea Lojekpjs rÃA f=kHkkxkRedoh.kk;ka i×pe% L;krnfxz es A "kMti×pe;ks eZ /;s xkU/kkjL;fLFkfrHkZ os rÃA li;ks % iw oZ Hkkxs p LFkkiuh;ks fjLoj%A li;ks eZ /;ns 'ks rq èkS ora Lojekpjs rÃA r=kka 'k};la R;kxkr~ fu"kknL; fLFkfrHkZ os rÃA Ahobala remarks that on the Vīā, the svara positions can be visually observed for better appreciation of their nature. The positions on the open string are given with the understanding that the free string produces the madhya-Sa. The positions are as follows: tāraka (upper-Sa) is at the centre of the string; Ma is at the midpoint between the middle and upper-Sa. On the string divided into three parts, Pa will be at the first onethird point (from the left). Gāndhāra (Ga) is located at the midpoint between Sa and Pa. By dividing the distance between Sa and Pa into three parts, Ri is placed at the first point from the left. Dhaivata (Da) is taken as the midpoint between Pa and the upper-Sa. By dividing the distance between Pa and the upper-Sa into three parts, Ni is placed after leaving two parts from Pa. He further gives the 22-śruti positions of unequal pitch intervals along with their traditional names, details of which can be read in the original (Gondhalekar, 1897) . The taut string of the Vīā is held at the two ends and plucked near the right support. The above statement of Ahobala translates into placing the frets for the middle register at (1, 8/9, 5/6, 3/4, 2/ 3, 7/12, 5/9, 1/2) of the full length of the string measured from the right end support to produce the seven svaras in their ascending order and then the dvigua. Since the fundamental natural frequency of a taut string is inversely proportional to its length the above values indicate the śuddha svara scale of Ahobala to be (1, 9/8, 6/5, 4/3, 3/2, 12/7, 9/5, 2). Naturally there are other ways of dividing the length to produce more number of differing notes which may or may not lead to a pleasant rāga scale. It is also evident that several ways of partitioning the string, holding the dvigua property as invariant was known to Bharata and his successors. But for some special reason they did not like to precisely discretize the octave into finite number of unconnected points, although the seven or the twenty one strings of the ancient Vīā were separated physically.
All the texts abound in discussions on how to combine, compare, discriminate, organize and accept or reject the svara pattern to generate innumerable melodies. What is glaringly evident in all the texts on music, starting from the Vedic period, is the symbiotic relation nurtured between the Vīā and the human voice. This experimental approach seems to have peaked during 1200-1700 CE. A philosophical question that has occupied the Hindu mind since ancient times has been whether the svara gamut is contrived artificially or is it something already existing in the cosmic nāda space only to be manifested through human voice? The genesis of this question is traceable to the metaphysical distinction made between dhvani and nāda. The former is the primordial all pervasive sound that is the cause of all creation 10 . A form of this dhvani known as nāda leads to music but it is again of five types. The ati-sūkma-nāda (most subtle sound) is in the Heart; the sūkma-nāda (subtle sound) is in the cave (of the Heart). The avyakta-nāda (non-manifest sound) is at the level of the jaw, while it is vyakta (manifest) at the throat centre and it is ktrima or artificial at the mouth 11 . The Heart referred here is not the biological organ on the left side of the chest, but the Heart in the subtle body that is extolled in the Vedas
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. The 22-śrutis of music are also conventionally stated to originate at this location due to 22-nodes present in the Heartcakra that is perceptible in yogic meditation 13 .
The question of artificiality of musical notes might have arisen due to academic interest also, since not all persons are capable of producing the musical svara sequence satisfactorily, but inarticulate sounds of some birds appear to follow a natural pattern if heard intently. Nāradīyaśikā traditionally revered as the Vedic ancillary text representing the interface between Vedic and laukika music, states that the peacock calls in aja (Sa), the krauñca (heron) calls in madhyama (Ma) and the koel calls in pañcama (Pa) 14 . We need not dwell on this concept other than noting that Mataga, and Śārgadeva cite this model whereas later authors particularly Rāmāmātya grandson of Kallinātha (Aiyar, 1932) , Somanātha, Ahobala do not quote this, even though they were equally interested with the question of natural existence or otherwise of the musical notes. These three musicologists excelled in their experimentation, construction and classification of a variety of Vīā instruments. Rāmāmātya followed by Somanātha reports that in the four stringed instruments tuned as Sa-Pa-Sa-Ma in two registers some svaras are spontaneously excited even when the assigned frets are not pressed on the neighbouring string. The presence of the second and third harmonic corresponding to the dvigua-Sa and the Pa could be recognized aurally by plucking the open Sastring and theorized to be svayambhū or selfgenerated. By a series of such arguments, Somanātha concludes all the notes in the octave to be natural and not of human creation or imagination. Besides recognizing the presence of higher harmonics in a svara sound, he also reports sympathetic vibration on neighbouring strings tuned to nearly the same śruti. The concept of savādi svaras (consonant notes) known from Bharata's time, get a new interpretation nearer to the modern theory of vibration of strings by the experiments of Somanātha.
S ƒ RUTI AND SVARA
A point that has been vigorously discussed, in all the texts, is the difference between śruti and svara. Is śruti the cause of svara or the other way 10 /ofu;ks Z fu% ijk Ks ;k /ofu% loZ L; dkj.keÃ vkÛkUra /ofuuk lo± txr~ LFkkojtúeeÃA (Bhaddeśī v. 11) 11 lw {eks uknks xq gkoklh ân;s pkfrlw g{ed%A d.Be/;s fLFkrks O;ä% vO;äLrkyq ns 'kds AA Ñf=keks eq [kns 'ks rq Ks ;% i×pfo/kks cq /kS %A bfr rkoUe;k iz ks äk uknks RifÙkeZ uks gjkAA (Bhaddeśī v.24-25) 12 Nārāyaa Sūkta in the Taittirīya Ārayaka (10.13) of the Ka Yajurveda 13 rL; }kfoa 'kfrHks Z nk% Jo.kkPNª q r;ks erk%A â|w /oZ ukMhla yXuk ukM;ks }kfoa 'kfreZ rk%AA (Sagīta Ratnākara I.3.8) Śārgadeva also refers to anuraana and defines śruti and svara (SR I.3.24) in the same way as Abhinavagupta.
Somanātha through his experiments with strings points out that svaras are not only selfemanating but have the property of anuraana. That is, with any svara there exists 'follower sound' which refers to presence of overtones and higher harmonics. On the other hand śruti is just any sound in the interval of the octave without anuraana. In the absence of a tuning fork to demonstrate śruti as the flat sound value due to a pure Sine wave, the above are to be considered as fairly clear explanations. The subtlety in this argument is due to the fact that the sound values of both are relative with respect to madhya-Sa taken as unity. Whereas svaras as dependent variables have nearly specified locations, śruti as the independent variable is just any point in the interval [½, 4] spanning the three registers and beyond. Ahobala points out that as per experts śrutis are abundant, placed at hair-tip interval, in the octave. It is recognized, he says, that there are 22 śrutis in the human voice and in the Vīā based on the Sa-Pa interval relation 18 . As we go through the texts, we find that essentially the numbers 7 and 22 are taken to be conventional to illustrate how svaras can be produced to a first approximation by dividing the octave, but the nāda of svara is not same as śruti-nāda. The Nāradīyaśikā figuratively explains that variation of svara over śruti cannot be known, but the text prescribes that the transit from svara to svara should be smooth like the movement of shadow and sunlight 19 . This is as good as a mathematical condition that svara must vary as a continuous function of śruti. The principle of similarity between the human body and the stringed Vīā instrument goes deep back into the Vedic period as pointed out in the beginning of this article. Musicologists have explored this doctrine further since this is all about the tonal quality of the voiced svara that is the basic ingredient of rāga. What was suspected to exist in voiced svara was confirmed by them on the string so that through a feedback the two modes of music could get mutually enriched. Modern science helps us to visualize the presence of overtones and higher harmonics through frequency domain analysis. As an aid to follow the previous discussion, the frequency spectrum of three svaras as sung by a musician is shown in Fig. 1 
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RA
-GA CHARACTERIZATION Indian music from the time of Bharata or earlier has had syllabic symbols for the seven notes as Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Da, Ni that can be vocalized with or without the pronunciation of the vowels and also produced on the string. A select number of svaras out of the seven pure and twelve vikta svaras are arranged and combined in myriad ways leading to thousands of tāna, mūrchana, alakāra and still other patterns for voice training and practice on the Vīā.
The numbers of different ways of selecting k objects out of a population of n is a classical problem in Combinatorics. The genesis of this can be traced to Pigala's theory of meters where short and long syllables are grouped into triplets that form the basis of Sanskrit poetry. The mathematical counter part of this, namely the Binomial Theorem (Bag, 1966, pp.68-74) with further multinomial generalizations can be used as shown by Śārgadeva and others for forming svara-prastāra to uniquely describe tāna, mūrchana, alakāra (Sridharan, 2012, pp.116-118) . But, any definition or description of rāga will be as incomplete as one can possibly describe in words the flowing river, the blowing wind or the thunder storm. A very general statement due to Mataga is that rāga is a special imaginative sound sequence that is aesthetically pleasing and melodious to captivate the minds of the listeners 21 . However, musicologists with keen hearing and long observation have found several special normative features as essential for depicting any rāga out of a selection of svaras.
Bharata lists ten general characters for
what he denotes as Jāti (genus) the forerunner of the later rāga of Mataga and Śārgadeva. The ten characters considered fundamental to describe a particular rāga and also to discriminate one from another (i.e. with a given name) are graha, amśa, nyāsa, apanyāsa, mandra, tāra, āavita, auuvita, and alpatva, bahutva. All the ten points with further divisions and subdivisions are described in SR and the two commentaries in great detail. The first four characters are about the starting, major, intermediate and ending notes. The next four refer to the lower and upper registers and six-and five-svara possibilities. The last two are the most intriguing importance of which is missed in literal translations. Hz. Observe that in the first graph of Sa higher harmonics namely, dvigua-Sa and dvigua-Pa are present. The peaks are not spiked and pointed like arrow heads. Sound due to a narrow band of frequencies around the corresponding primary śruti and also due to dvigua harmonics would be present in any good quality svara. Śruti can be taken as non-dimensional proxy for the modern frequency.
ALPATVA-BAHUTVA
Rāga depiction can happen either with a song already composed or extempore without any words. The former is the nibaddha (kalpita) music while the latter is the ālāpana. For any rāga with a defined āroha-avaroha (scale), its individuality is infused through the concept of alpatva and bahutva of the svaras. Except for the alpatvabahutva characteristic, the other eight listed above can be classified as in the case of tāna, mūrchana, alkāra that are deterministic svara groups (Ayyangar, 1978) . The first jāti-rāga named ājī exemplified through a song with svara-prastāra appears in the seventh section of the first chapter of SR. The notes of the song of twelve lines to be sung row by row are shown here in Table 1 . Kallinātha, in his commentary explains that this example is useful in understanding the property alpatva-bahutva.
v=k Lojla [;k vYiRocgq Ro ifjKkuk; fy[;rs A "kMtk% "kVf=ka 'kr( _"kHkk }kn'k( xkU/kkjk foa 'kfr%( e/;ek ia pekv"VkS ( /kS ork% "kks M'k( fu"kknk }kn'ks fr fefyrk }kn'kks Ùkja 'kreÃA He shows the relative frequency of the svaras by counting their occurrence in the table as Sa=36; Ri=12; Ga=20; Ma=8; Pa=8; Da=16 and Ni=12; the sum total is 112. He does not differentiate between long and short notes and the registers. He also points out that the aśa (important) svara Sa is the most frequent. This art of mixing svara in different proportions to derive melodies goes back to Bharata. Śārgadeva in the first chapter of SR presents illustrative examples, like the above, for all the 18 jāti-rāgas of BNS demonstrating the alpatva-bahutva property as explained by Kallinātha. It is easy to see from the above example the ratio of the counts to the sample size 112 is, in modern data analysis, an estimate for the probability of occurrence of the seven svaras. Here, the svara is seen to be treated as a discrete random variable with seven possible outcomes with different probabilities. Starting from such elementary discrete structures, more complex compositions are described and transition to continuous variation of alpatvabahutva property is achieved in rāgālāpana.
In the second chapter of SR more than two hundred rāgas are described, some of them with elaborate examples. A major contribution of Śārgadeva is the illustration of the structure of several rāgas through songs and direct ālāpana, as a succession of sounds arising out of different groupings of svaras with the property of alpatvabahutva in a pleasant manner. These examples are actually long svara sample data showing the notes to be used in a particular rāga and their proportion and mix. SR does not report any quantified proportions, but that can be easily estimated from . The first is to leap over a svara whereas the latter is infrequent use. Popularly laghana is interpreted as skipping a svara. But even in the pentatonic scale transitions in the rāga are continuous. Hence, Śārgadeva is careful to define laghana as īat-sparśa that is infinitesimally vanishing touch, probably observed with missing notes 23 . Kallinātha explains this further as the absence of (svara) form produced by effort 24 . The second type of alpatva is anabhyāsa that is infrequent use. Hence alpatva is better translated as low probability. The opposite of the above is bahutva with alaghana and abhyāsa that refer to emphasis and frequent use of particular svaras. Thus, this pair of property is both qualitative and quantitative and also to be effected relative to each other. For every rāga, svaras having low probability are specified in SR. This automatically implies the remaining svaras to be relatively more frequent. It is not that always the probabilities of the svaras have to be unequal. For example in the Rāga Mālavaśrī the seven svaras have equal weight 25 and this is confirmed by Kallinātha also in his commentary 26 . This example illustrates that among all the theoretical characters it is the probabilistic property of alpatva-bahutva that is central to rāga individuality. The other features such as sañcāra and antaramārga, ju and vakra and variation in speed introduce more variability into the sound structure so much so the pitch position of a particular svara in any rāga will not be single valued. Already we have seen in Fig.1 , the basic svara is not a strict Sine wave, but it is only nearly so, such that its energy is spread in a narrow band carrying overtones contributed by closely spaced śrutis or frequencies. Additionally ornamentation due to gamaka which is defined as a delicate modulation around a svara is a must to please the listeners 27 . This modulation is further classified into fifteen types of refined movements such as quivering, throbbing, wavering, shaking, oscillating, swinging, sliding, and rotating with further combinations thereof. There are too many possible technical variations that cannot be discussed here except to remark that all of these add variability to the rāga on different time scales. Finally it is the imagination of the singer that decides the detailing of ālāpana in a session, so much so musicologists neither understood nor explained rāga to be a deterministic process.
If musicologists are expected to analyze the best of the music heard by them to delineate the theory behind rāga depiction, we can see that the texts starting from BNS, with the available vocabulary at their disposal, foreshadow concepts that are basic to the Theory of Probability. Rāga as a random process may sound unusual and even jarring for those who connect with the aesthetics of rāga music only through emotion. But Śārgadeva following his predecessors not only analyzes classical music in terms of a hierarchically complex set of sound structures but also describes through similes the tantalizingly unpredictable nature of rāga while describing the procedure of ālāpana in the third chapter of SR.
22 vYiRoa p f}/kk iz ks äeuH;klkPp yûukrÃ vuH;klLRoua 'ks "kq iz k;ks yks I;s "oih";rs AA (SR I.7.50) 23 bZ "kRLi'kks Z yûua L;kRiz k;% rYyks I;xks pjeÃ m'kfUr rnua 'ks ·fi Dofpnz hrfo'kkjnk%AA (SR I.7.51) 24 yûueh"kr~ Li'kZ % LojL; LFkku&iz ;Ru&Ñr&Lo:i&U;w urkAA (Kallinātha on SR above) 25 fnuL; ds 'koiz hR;S ekyoJhLrnq ÒokA leLojk rkjeUnz "kMtka 'kU;kl"kMtHkkdÃA (SR II. 2.53) 26 ekyoJhy{k.ks & lek Lojk ;L;k% lk leLojkA Lojk.kka leRoa v=k vYiRocgq RoÑr oS "kE;jfgrRoa foof{kreÃA (Kallinātha on SR above) 27 LojL; dEiks xed% Jks r` fpÙklq [kkog%A (SR III.87a) His approach is analytical as one can realize from hundreds of technical words used to delineate not only the grammar of rāga but also the sound quality of voice and classification of good and bad singers. To this already heavy vocabulary Somanātha adds a further set of technical terms and a unique system of notations in his text for rendering rāga music on the Vīa.
Ālāpana or ālapti is defined in SR as exposition (prakaīkaraam) of the rāga. Some broad guide lines are stated for this aural depiction that can be vocal or presentation on the string. Four modes of transit are mentioned as dwelling states. From the sthāyisvara up to but excluding the fourth svara (dvyardha) and return is the first transit. The second is the one including the fourth svara. The third transit is dwelling in between the fourth and the eighth svara to return to the sthāyi. The fourth would include the eighth note (dvigua) and occasionally above to return back to the end note that is like a stationary point. In this process conditions previously stated such as alpatvabahutva, laghana, nigraha, praveśa and varieties of ornamental gamaka as found pleasing, have to be maintained. The exposition is done in calm, composed and leisurely pace, little by little, bringing out the temporal pattern of rāga as a whole that is sometimes hidden, sometimes prominent but always modulated within the region of attraction prescribed by the ascent and descent of the svaras. Śārgadeva cryptically but effectively states Lrks dLrks dS Lrr% LFkk;S % iz léS cZ gq HkfúfHk%A thoLojO;kfIreq [;S jkxL; LFkkiuk Hkos rÃA (SR 3.196) The word stoka-stokai has the meaning of little-by-little, and the word stoka in Indian mathematics stands for a small unit of time equal to about 5.35 seconds (Rangacharya, 1912) . The phrase bahubhagi is equally meaningful. This refers to another important point that with all general characters of the rāga remaining same a refreshingly different realization is possible in each session. Each musician can also render the same rāga in individual style with several littleby-little embellishments. Thus the theoretical characterization of rāga music as developed in the traditional texts is nothing but stochastic.
DISCUSSION
In modern times, Ramachandran (1938) was perhaps the first person to point out somewhat hesitantly "Hitherto single figures have been given by various writers as the value of the śrutis in each raga. But it may be clearly seen that in each raga a note assumes different shapes……It is more or less a general tendency for the śruti of a particular note to appear sharp when that note is relinquished for a higher note and to appear flat when a descent is made for that note…..And gamakas afford a wide choice of śrutis in the treatment of a note."
He found with the help of a sound analyzer that in the rāga Kanakāgi the svara Ri appears to take at least two values 10/9 and 256/243. He experimented with singers and found in some cases three different śruti values were used for the same svara. He seems to take svara to be a Sine function which has two or three distinct frequency values that are rational fractions. But as per the ancient texts the variation over the śruti is generally continuous and hence careful analysis should show any svara to occupy a narrow band of śruti values in songs set to rāga by learned composers and also in appealing ālāpana performances. This fact has been experimentally verified by Komaragiri (2012, pp.3-11) by analyzing time series of several rāga performances by three famous contemporary musicians. In Fig.  1 three isolated svara were depicted using modern recording and analysis techniques to find that their peak śruti values, although nearly equal to (1, 1.33, 1.5) still show considerable spread. In the presentation of any rāga by an inspired maestro, in either the southern or the northern style, the svara flow will be continuously weaving patterns in time. In such a case to find the śruti value of a svara would be, as aptly said by Nārada, like finding the path of fish in water and flight of birds in air 28 . In recent years there is increased interest in computational methods to identify rāgas of classical music based on actual recordings of performances (Koduri, Serra and Serra, 2012) . As an off shoot of such investigations one can construct pitch histogram of a rāga which shows the number of times finely divided śruti bins in an octave get occupied in a sample rāga performance over a short time period. In Fig.2 , two such plots are shown for the number of occurrences of different svaras over the śruti interval in the performance of two popular rāgas. The X-axis is in Cents defined as Cent = 1200 log 2 (śruti) Thus, the middle register covering the śruti interval [1, 2] corresponds to the interval [0, 1200] Cents. The figure shows that the histograms do not peak at every one of the theoretically prescribed svaras even though their contribution is present in the distribution. Also interesting to note is the very small contribution from svara that are popularly said not to belong to that particular rāga. This seems to happen since in gamaka phrases, neighbouring śrutis and even slight movements of another rāga (svara-kāku, rāga-kāku) are permitted but with very low probability. centuries ago. The variation of the pitch in Fig. 2 is continuous and hence for proper comparison between two rāgas the figures have to be normalized such that the area under the curve is unity. This will be in fact an estimate of the first order probability density function of the continuous random variable svara of that particular rāga. Each rāga will be characterized by one such multimodal probability density function with several peaks. It must be noted that this is only a first order mathematical description or model with no claims for completeness in explaining rāga music in all its delicate intricacies. Like with any stochastic process joint density functions of higher order and time wise variation of statistical properties greatly matter.
Among the structural characters of a rāga, apart from the ten properties stated by Bharata, antaramārga (internal path) is considered important by all authors. This is a very general phrase and only some vague information of this is available in SR and the commentaries. Roughly speaking this allows use of svaras displaced from their assigned positions to be used in between other svaras as though they have alpatva (low probability) character. Seen from the perspective of a stochastic process antaramārga may be referring to internal relation among svaras in time. The simplest measure of this second order property is the autocorrelation function. How is this antaramārga concept brought into the education of music students? This is where Śārgadeva highlights the importance of vāggeyakāras who are accomplished scholars having the ability to compose songs, set them to rāga music and also sing, for the sustenance of the classical tradition. Thus the nibaddha-sagīta or composed music for which the svara-prastāra is made available by tradition is indispensable not only for training purposes but also for the theory of rāga music. We have seen the example of rāga ājī already. SR provides several such examples with samples of ālāpana also as a sequence of svaras. One can analyse these to some extent by assigning śruti values to the svaras. Out of curiosity in Fig. 3(a) the time series of the gīti in the rāga ājī given in SR as per Table 1 is plotted by taking the short syllable as a reference (mātrā) time unit. The autocorrelation of the rāga as it evolves in time is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
It is observed that the prastāra is strongly correlated with the autocorrelation decaying very slowly. It would be interesting to compare the above with simple songs currently in use. Saint Purandaradāsa (c 1550 CE) considered the grandsire of Karnatic music systematized teaching at the elementary level to begin with saralevarase, janti-varase, and alamkāra series. He also composed hundreds of songs in different rāgas, many of which are popular to this day. His gīti compositions śrī-gaanātha and kereya nīranu in Fig. 3(a) . Time series of the song in Rāga ājī Fig. 3(b) . Autocorrelation the rāga Malahari are the very first songs that students learn even now. These are shown in Fig  4 (a) and Fig 5 (a) as time series plotted with the prescribed svaras. The points are joined by lines to get a visual impression of the svara pattern .  Fig 4(b) and Fig 5(b) show the autocorrelation function which for up to two steps appears to be decreasing geometrically but later shows slow decay, but faster than the song of Śargadeva above.
after training in the strictly deterministic and periodic alakāra strings. The point to be noted is that the autocorrelation decreases in two different ways caused by two different internal arrangements among the same svara groups indicating the two songs to be sample presentations of the same rāga among many other possibilities.
Next, in the graded order of complexity students are trained in svarajate and vara compositions. In Fig. 6 (a, b) the time series and autocorrelation for a vara composition in the rāga Hamsadhvani are shown. These results are by their very nature approximate since the time series is artificially constructed with discrete svara These types of songs are simple, without gamaka embellishment and speed variations. These can be faithfully presented even on keyboard instruments using the nominal svara positions. These are introduced in music classes positions as given in printed text books and class notes. Nevertheless, one can get an idea of possible second order property of a rāga. Here also after two or three steps, the autocorrelation decreases too slowly, indicating long time memory in the composition as far as the song structure is concerned.
Composed songs mark time with the help of external cyclic tāla measure to produce a feeling of rhythm in the background of the rāga. This may introduce hidden trends leading to slow decay of the autocorrelation as seen above. In ālāpana without tāla the external time keeping is removed with the time series of rāga evolving in different time scales, but staying within the boundary defined by the āroha-avaroha and the ever present gamaka. In this perspective with or without a vocalized song the theoretical description in the texts of any rāga corresponds to a sample time series of the continuous random variable svara evolving over its sample space namely, the śruti interval [½, 4] as per a pre-defined and culturally imbibed or intuitively innovated probability measure.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reviewed a few Sanskrit texts by Bharata, Dattila, Mataga, and still later musicologists on classical music, to bring out that the theory of melody or rāga music is based on the principle of uncertainty of svara positions in the octave. The dvigua limit or interval of the octave is precise, but the positions of the seven primary and twelve modified svaras are actually treated as variables except for their sequential order within the octave. This is not to say that the Vīā string positions as stated by Ahobala are invalid. As Ahobala and before him Somanātha points out, the visual fret positions are of great help for learners to get a feeling to the tonal variability of a svara, around its central or dominant śruti value. It is generally accepted that rāgālāpana or melody-depiction, for want of a better word, is the real test of a musician. The textual theory can be seen as a pedagogical support to train the future musician to carry out ālāpana, which will be an extempore performance without accompaniments except for the drone or ādhāra-śruti. It is with reference to this basic pitch level that the ālāpana will be gauged and perceived as an aesthetically appealing production of a particular rāga. To educate and train a learner for this purpose a heavy hierarchy of increasingly complex sound structures, ranging from the discrete to the continuous, periodic to the stochastic, have been developed by the classical tradition layer by layer. The preliminary teaching is with deterministic discrete svara groups. These patterns are without exception pre-determined and hence repeat periodically after a prescribed interval. Such structures are musical and may even exhibit some elements of rāga but they are not yet rāga music. Rāga enters for the first time Ri=1.125, Ga=1.25, Pa=1.5, Ni=1.875; through the probabilistic alpatva-bahutva property in the increasingly complex musical patterns of songs sung to external time keeping with the help of tāla. Rāgālāpana is a further generalization without external time support where the artist has the freedom to bring out the features of the rāga as a sample time series with its mathematically aesthetical aural pattern that is emotionally enjoyable and satisfying to both the performer and the listener. Apart from a variety of other factors, Bharata and his successors highlight unexpectedness and particular types of svara mix as the key to bring out rasa-bhāva or emotional appeal in melodies. Further investigations are necessary to understand higher order organization of rāga music, beyond the ancient alpatva-bahutva and the modern first order pitch histogram. This is a rich area for further exploration that will help analytical understanding of how emotions (rasa) of listeners get evoked in particular rāgas by their special aural patterns.
This knowledge tradition combines experimentation on the Vīā with vocal music through a pedagogical feedback mechanism. While rigorous training, aptitude and intuition play obviously decisive roles in shaping a musician, knowledge of the grammar expounded in the texts adds sophistication and refinement to the art without obstructing the originality of the performer. The historically well evidenced culture of classical rāga music as a dialogue between the artist and the audience, independent of any human language, is well preserved in the texts by expounding the theory repeatedly with minor additions and alterations to keep up with contemporary practices.
An amazing textual edifice in Sanskrit has been built by musicologists of yore over two millennia to explore the theory behind classical music. This forms a formidable intellectual foundation that is partly speculative and vastly narrative but systematic and analytical with many ideas that are scientific and mathematical. This has been possible mainly because the art and the science of rāga music developed together as lakya and lakaa in mutual dependence in the traditional academic ecosystem. While this scholarly growth of musicology is an achievement of the Indic knowledge system with its roots going as far back as the Vedas, there is visible stagnation with no significant Sanskrit texts after mid-19 th century, even though classical music has large number of votaries to this day all over the country. It is hoped that the relevance of the inquisitive mind set and scientific ideas left behind by the textual tradition will be recognized by our educational institutions including Sanskrit Universities, before it is too late, so that Indian classical music as a fine art can further develop side by side with its traditional partners of mathematics and experimentation with stringed instruments.
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